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Abstract 

The practice of mandala making is a well-documented therapeutic intervention 

commonly used in art therapy. Based on Jungian archetypal symbolism found in 

mandalas, the Mandala Assessment Research Instrument (MARI) was developed by art 

therapist Joan Kellogg (1978) as a psychological assessment. The MARI process 

consists of the creation of a mandala, followed by specific symbol and color selection. 

The synthesizing of color and symbol offers a representation of an individual’s 

psychological state at the time of the MARI process. According to professional art 

therapy research to date, the use of the MARI in art therapy is not well-documented. 

Thus, this literature review outlines areas of current research that are most prevalentand 

identifies where additional research is needed. As a result of this researcher’s findings, 

this literature review culminates with a proposed future study. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

With roots dating back centuries and its use throughout various cultures, the 

practice of mandala making has evolved into a well-documented therapeutic intervention 

commonly used in art therapy practice (Eliade, 1969; Kellogg, 1984). In 1978, after more 

than a decade of work, art therapist Joan Kellogg identified recurring symbols in patient 

mandalas and, based on these symbols, developed the Mandala Card Test, a projective 

assessment that has since undergone several modifications (Cox & Frame, 1993; Kellogg, 

1984). In 1984, the Mandala Card Test became the MARI Card Test, named after 

Kellogg's Mandala Assessment Research Institute (Cox & Frame, 1993; Kellogg, 1984). 

After MARI Creative Resources purchased the rights to Kellogg's work in 2005, the 

MARI Card Test became the Mandala Assessment Research Instrument, or MARI 

(MARI Creative Resources, 2012). The mandala and the MARI are two unique tools that 

may be used individually or concurrently in art therapy practice. Though the MARI is 

based on the mandala, the two tools have different purposes in treatment; the MARI is 

considered a psychological assessment and therapeutic mandala making is typically 

considered an intervention rather than an assessment (Malchiodi, 2003; MARI Creative 

Resources, 2012). 

Based on the professional literature this researcher was able to locate to date, 

there appears to be significantly more information pertaining to the use of the mandala in 

clinical practice than the MARI, leading this researcher to believe that the mandala is 

more widely used in art therapy practice than the MARI. It is the goal of this researcher 

to provide, through systematic review, a synopsis of the information that exists on the  



topic of the mandala relative to the use of the MARI in art therapy practice, and to 

identify a possible population with which to conduct a future study using the MARI. 

Statement of the Problem 
  

To date, this researcher has found little data pertaining to the use of the Mandala 

Assessment Research Instrument (MARI) in general and even less data pertaining to the 

use of the MARIin art therapy practice, the use of the MARI in conjunction with a 

mandala, and with what populations the MARI may be beneficial. 

Explanation 

The lack of data demonstrating how and with which populations the MARI is 

most effective in art therapy practice as well as lack of data pertaining to the use of the 

MARI paired with mandala making has led the researcher to the current research study. 

The goals of this researcher are to: 1) Quantify and evaluate, through systematic review, 

the amount of published material on Carl G. Jung’s use of mandalas in psychotherapy 

and how that influenced the development of the MARI, 2) Assess the prevalence of both 

the mandala and the MARI in art therapy practice, 3) Identify where there is a need for 

research in using the MARI in art therapy practice, and 4) Identify populations with 

which the MARI would be an effective and useful art therapy assessment. In addition to 

the aforementioned goals, this researcher hopes to contribute to the body of professional 

literature regarding the use of the MARI in art therapy practice. 

Research Questions 
  

Three questions guided this researcher’s work: 1) To what degree did the 

perspectives of Carl Gustav Jung influence the use of mandalas in art therapy and the 

development of the Mandala Assessment Research Instrument? 2) Could lack of  



information pertaining to the use of the MARI in art therapy practice be improved upon 

with further research?3) With what populations could the MARI be beneficial? 

Basic Assumptions   

The following basic assumptions apply to this systematic literature review: A) 

Use of the mandala in art therapy has been researched and documented and has been 

found to be an effective therapeutic intervention for a variety of populations, B) The 

MARI and the mandala are closely interconnected, C) The MARI is designed to 

synthesize archetypal elements found in The Great Round of Mandala (Kellogg, 1984) 

with a client-created mandala drawing, D) The MARI can be utilized with some success 

to provide clients the opportunity to gain insight into a variety of life issues, and E) The 

MARI can be useful in art therapy practice when used alone or in conjunction with 

mandala making. 

Definition of Terms 
  

Archetype - an instinctive trend of the psyche that subconsciously manifests as motifs, or 

symbolic imagery, and represents characteristics of various levels of personality in an 

individual (Jung, 1964). 

Archetypal Stages of the Great Round of Mandala —The theoretical framework upon 

which Joan Kellogg based her MARI Card Test in 1978. The Great Round is comprised 

of 13 stages, organized in circular fashion, that each represent an archetype of the psyche. 

The Great Round follows the developmental sequence of life (Cox & Frame, 1993; 

Kellogg, 1984). 

Chakra — “A system of psychic constructs, which serve to mediate specific types of 

energy for the emotional and physical well-being of an individual” (Kellogg, 1984, p. 

23).  



Deities — gods (Eliade, 1969). 

Great Round — See: Archetypal Stages of the Great Round of Mandala 

Mandala - Historically, the term mandala has incorporated a variety of multicultural 

images, typically round in shape, which are used for various purposes: from rituals and 

religious practices to calendars (Kellogg, 1984). 

Mandala Assessment Research Instrument or MARI — A projective mandala assessment 

tool created by art therapist Joan Kellogg in the 1978 (Cox & Frame, 1993). The MARI 

has been modified over the years to its present form, which is now licensed by MARI 

Creative Resources. 

Labyrinth- Similar in structure to a large maze, a labyrinth is an ancient meditative 

symbolthat represents the soul’s journey throughout life. Ancient labyrinths are usually 

found within a cathedral, or on the ground outdoors(Dahlke, 1992). 

Medicine Wheel- An ancient ceremonial circle, which may be represented as a sand 

drawing, a painting, or a sculpture, used by Native Americans for the purpose of 

meditation, healing, education, and celebration (Dahlke, 1992). 

Rose Window- A large, round stained glass window found in cathedrals and churches 

starting around the 12" century. The rose window is thought to represent the universe and 

has strong ties to alchemy and astrology, though modern religions do not acknowledge 

such history(Dahlke, 1992). 

Yantra — a simplified linear version of a mandala often containing upward and downward 

pointing triangles, which signify the inward and outward search for the self (Eliade, 

1969).  



CHAPTER 1I 

METHODOLOGY 

According to Jesson, Matheson, and Lacey (2011), there are two main types of 

research designs:primary research, which consists of “an empirical study... random 

control trial (RCT), case study, longitudinal study, cross-sectional survey, or case report”, 

and secondary research, which consists of a “stand-alone traditional review, meta- 

analysis, or a systematic literature review” (p.12). Because the subject of mandala is 

very broad, with extensive philosophical, religious, historical, and psychological 

connections, this researcher believed a systematic literature review to be the best method 

in which to collect and evaluate data. In order to amass a large amount of information 

The six stages of methodology identified by Jesson, Matheson, and Lacey (2011, 

p-12) were utilized in this study, with the stages being: 1.) Define the research question, 

2.) Design the plan, 3.) Search for literature, 4.) Apply exclusion and inclusion criteria, 

5.) Apply quality assessment, and 6.) Synthesis. 

Search Criteria 

Several research databases were searched, beginning in January 2011, and 

culminating with the final submission of this thesis in April 2012. Key search terms and 

search phrases relevant to the research question were used. In total, there were 18 search 

term combinations listed in Table 1, and 12 search phrases listed in Table 2.Each search 

term and phrase was systematically entered into each of the selected databases identified 

in Table 3. Relevant search results were entered intoan Excel spreadsheet where further 

details were recorded. For each result found, the researcher recorded the title, author, 

date of publication and database. Many of the results located in databases had PDF 

attachments.PDF documents were downloaded for review, sorted according to subject,  



and then stored in database software on the researcher’s personal computer. When 

available, the original source of the article was also recorded in order to obtain 

interlibrary loan requests for documents not readily available from the Saint Mary-of-the- 

Woods College’s Rooney Library. 

Table 1 

Search Terms 

  

Mandala 

Jung 

Jung 

Jung 

Jung 

Mandala 

Kellogg 

Kellogg 

Mandala 

MARI 

Art therapy 

Mandala 

Jung 

Jung 

Buddhist 

Mandala 

Mandala 

MARI 

Study 

Collective 

Mandala 

Mandala 

Mandala 

Assessment 

Mandala 

Mandala 

Psychological 

Assessment 

Mandala 

Great round 

Mandala 

Theory 

Art 

Art therapy 

Archetype 

Card 

Art therapy 

Unconscious 

Psychoanalysis 

Archetype 

Individuation 

Research 

Art therapy 

Psychological 

Assessment 

Circle drawing 

Art 

Art therapy 

Mandala 

Symbol 

Symbol 

Test 

Research 

Mandala 

Philosophy 

Self 

Symbol 

Instrument 

MARI 

Assessment 

Psychology 

Yoga 

Interpretation 

Mandala 

   



  

Circle Drawing Mandala Art therapy 

  

Table 2 

Search Phrases 

  

Mandalas in art therapy 

MARI in art therapy 

Mandalas in counseling 

MARI in counseling 

MARI in therapy 

Native American medicine wheel 

Tibetan mandala art 

Mandala geometry 

Sacred circle 

Rose window 

Mandalas in therapy 

Labyrinth 

  

Table 3 

Databases Searched 

  

Academic Search Complete 

Ebooks 

EBSCO 

FirstSearch 

Google Scholar 

Grove Art Online 

Humanities International Complete 

JSTOR 

PsychARTICLES 

PsychBOOKS 

PsychINFO 

SAGE Journals Online 

Science Direct 

WorldCat 

  

Inclusion and Exclusion Criteria 

References obtained through methodical searches of the databases listed in Table 

3 were assessed based on their relevance to the subject of inquiry. Secondary topics,  



which bore some significance to the subject of inquiry were identified and included in the 

literature review. Those topics include: Jungian psychology, labyrinths, Native American 

medicine wheels, medieval rose windows, and historical and cross-cultural use of the 

mandala. Whenever possible, Boolean search terms were used (Boolean search terms 

include words ‘and’, ‘or’, or ‘not’ to narrow down the results). Because not all databases 

use Boolean search terms, searches were modified as needed. Additionally, searches that 

yielded results that were obviously irrelevant were modified as needed (for example, on 

certain databases, searches that included the word “mandala” returned a large number of 

articles written by authors with the last name “Mandala” but were unrelated to the 

research topic). 

The recentness of publication dates was not considered as an exclusion criterion 

due to the relevance of all material pertaining to the subject. Resource publication dates 

may be reviewed in Table 4. Additionally the resource type was taken into consideration, 

and may be viewed in Table 5. As demonstrated by Table 3, this researcher chose not to 

rely heavily on internet-based resources that could not be substantiated. 

Table 4 

Resource Publication Dates 

  

Publication Date Number of Articles Percentage 
  

2001 — present 153 52.94 

1991 —- 2000 77 26.64 

1981 — 1990 27 9.34 

1971 — 1980 5.89 

Pre - 1970 4.49 

   



  

Undated 

TOTAL 

  

Table 5 

Types of Resources 

  

Resource Type Total # Percentage 

Journal Article 126 43.59 

Book / Book Section 82 28.37 

Thesis / Dissertation 63 21 

Online Reference 5 

Web Page 

Grant Proposal 

Conference Paper 

  

Data Analysis 

As this researcher hypothesized, as data was catalogued, it was found that there is 

a significantly disproportionate amount of information pertaining to mandalas versus the 

Mandala Assessment Research Instrument. As demonstrated in Table 6, the number of 

search results pertaining specifically to mandalas was significantly higher than the 

number of search results pertaining to the MARI. This researcher found little information 

about the MARI in general, as only 9% of total resources located were related to MARI 

in any way (see Table 6). However, this researcher did note several emergent themes 

pertaining to the use of mandalas within specific populations. Due to the similarity in  



nature of the MARI and the mandala, this researcher posits that populations with which 

the use of mandalas has been researched may be of benefit to use in MARI research. 

Those populations are listed in Table 7. Because of personal interest and as a culminating 

portion of this literature review, this researcher recommends a future study involving 

pregnant women (see Chapter IV), as this was a population identified in Table 7. 

Table 6 

Comparison of Mandala Resources vs. MARI Resources 

  

% of Resources Containing 
Keyword Number Ee ts 

Mandala 254 89% 

Mandala & Art Therapy 
0 

NOT Study 3 2 

Mandala & Study 
0 

NOT MARI 57 She 

Mandala NOT MARI 70% 

MARI 9% 

  

Table 7 

Possible Populations 

  

Population # of Results Percentage 

ADD / ADHD 3 1.7 

Anxiety, Stress, PTSD 10 3.4 

Cancer 

Elderly 

Neurological Dysfunction 

   



  

Pregnancy 

Psychological Disorder 

Substance Abuse 

  

 



CHAPTER III 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE 

In conducting a systematic review of topics pertaining to the use of the mandala and 

the Mandala Assessment Research Instrument in art therapy, this researcher amassed an 

expansive number of resources. The vast majority of resources located specifically related to 

the historical use of mandalas in various cultures across time. In order to provide a broad- 

based and objective overview of the literature, this researcher took into consideration various 

viewpoints on the use of the mandala historically, culturally, and therapeutically. 

A Brief History of the Mandala 
  

Few topics intertwine concepts rooted in art history, philosophy, psychology, 

theology, and mysticism like that of the mandala. From a historical, anthropological and 

purely aesthetic point of view, the mandala is a complex instrument, used for centuries by 

peoples of various cultures worldwide. The overall process of mandala creation is cyclical in 

nature, just as self-discovery and even the life-process itself are cyclical in nature. It is in this 

way that a mandala is more than just a circle; a mandala represents the subconscious and 

conscious aspects of our reality. Simultaneously at the most basic and most complicated 

level, our solar system, our earth and each microscopic cell in the universe is a mandala 

(Dahlke, 1992). At the most basal level, every living thing is comprised of billions of 

microscopic mandalas; mandalas are contained in our cell structures, the cell nuclei and even 

the atoms which make us living beings (Dahlke, 1992). Mandalas can be used as meditative 

tools, as an integral part of religious rites, or even as the structure for an entire belief system. 

Though the use of the mandala, its purpose, meaning, symbolism, and overall aesthetic vary 

drastically from culture to culture, the underlying concept of the mandala as a representation 

of the self appears to be universal (Dahlke, 1992; Kellogg, 1984; Jung, 1964).  



Historical Definition of* Mandala’ 

To better understand the origins of the mandala, one must know the true definition of 

the word, but even something so simple as a definition becomes complicated from a cross- 

cultural perspective. Because the mandala has been created in many cultures over time, there 

are various translations of the term mandala. Specifically within the field of art therapy, it 

seems the most commonly referenced definition is the translation of the mandala as “sacred 

circle” (Kellogg, 1984; Mansfield, et al, 1981). On an even more basic level, the Hindi 

definition of mandala, in Sanskritis actually just “circle” (Cox & Frame, 1993). However, 

the Tibetan translation of the term mandala is more complex, sometimes meaning “center” 

and sometimes meaning “that which surrounds”, depending on the context in which the term 

is used (Eliade, 1969, p. 219). This researcher is particularly drawn to the dualistic nature of 

the Tibetan translation of the word mandala because of its interconnectedness with the 

Samkhyan concepts of purusa and prakriti, or consciousness and unconscious (Larson, 

2001). The very nature of purusa, for example, is “that by its very nature it appears as not 

what it 1s” (Larson, 2001, p. 199). Similarly, from a Jungian perspective, the archetype is 

both man’s inner world (psyche) and the outer world (matter) (Mansfield, et al, 1981). The 

dichotomous nature of the elements deeply rooted in psychology and philosophy; that which 

is conscious and unconscious, the psyche and all else is effectively summarized in a mandala. 

The mandala is both the internal world and the outer world; it is both psyche and matter. For 

the sake of simplicity, the term “sacred circle” will suffice as a loosereference to the word 

mandala, as delving further into these philosophical underpinnings, although fascinating, 

would be outside the breadth of this research. 

“Every word has in itself the power of expressing a complete idea” (Aranya, 1983, p. 

285). The term mandala implicitly means many things at once and to understand the true  



meaning of the word from a philosophical point of view, one must delve deep into the 

ancient practice of mandala making. 

The Mandala from a Cross-Cultural Perspective 

The mandala has roots in many cultures worldwide, as evidence of creation of 

mandala-like images has been discovered on almost every continent (Walcott, 2006). Despite 

their differing definitions, purposes and intentions, there are undeniable cross-cultural 

similarities in the mandalas of the world. Although commonly referred to as circular designs, 

mandalas of the Hindu tradition are commonly comprised of circles, squares and triangles. 

Tibetan mandalas are generally round in shape but often contain squares and other geometric 

shapes within the mandala. Many shapes may be included in a mandala but the unifying 

principle of all mandalas, regardless of shape, is an overall radial effect, emanating from the 

center outward. It is the center of the mandala, the representation of the universal other, 

which is the uniting factor of mandalas across all cultures and time (Eliade, 1969; Kellogg, 

1984). Many cultures share the concept of the center of the mandala as the origin, the point 

from which all creation began; the universal void (Eliade, 1969). It is within the universal 

void, the central point of the mandala that humankind is able to connect with the 

metaphysical, the otherworldly, or the origin of the self and all else. There appears to be a 

common perspective across many cultures that the center of the mandala is the alpha and 

omega, the beginning and end. As such, for one who wishes to become more aware, 

reaching the center of the mandala, like reaching the center of a labyrinth, is a desirable 

aspiration. 

The mandala is more than just a visual image created for aesthetic purposes, rather, 

mandalas, rich in theological and philosophical history, are created for ascetic purposes. In 

Native American culture, the medicine wheel is commonly used as part of spiritual ritualistic  
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practice and, according to ancient Eastern traditions; the mandala is used as a tool. The use 

of the mandala in meditative practices is common in Eastern part of the world. In the West, 

yoga is often regarded as the physical training of the body; Yoga in the East, where it 

originated, is a way of life, which requires its own school of thought. Eastern yoga is a 

philosophy in and of itself, it is practiced in both Hinduism and Buddhism, with only very 

subtle differences geographically. A precondition of yogic practices is to break the bond that 

ties the spirit to the world or, to detach from the world (Eliade, 1969). Yoga requires 

concentration and self-discipline, with the ultimate goal to attain the ultimate knowledge or, 

enlightenment (Larson, 1995). Though the esoteric traditions of the Hindu and Buddhists 

differ, the practice of yoga is the common thread and, as such, can be regarded as the vehicle 

to enlightenment. If yoga is the vehicle, then the mandala is the path to enlightenment. 

Eastern yogic practices employ the use of mandalas drawn on cloth as a “support” for 

meditation (Eliade, 1969). The creation of mandalas is done in a ritualistic manner prior to 

meditation and is subsequently used as a meditative tool. The yoga practitioner uses the 

mandala as a “defense against mental distractions and temptations” (Eliade, 1969, p. 225). 

To this end, the mandala must be regarded as a both a product and a process of ancient yogic 

traditions, that spans from India to parts of China (Larson, 1995; Eliade, 1969). 

In Hinduism, the simplest version of the mandala is the yanfra. The yantra is, 

effectively, a simplified linear version of a mandala. The yantra is “an expression, in terms 

of linear symbolism, of the cosmic manifestations, beginning with the primordial unity” 

(Eliade, 1969, p. 219). A yantra differs from a mandala in both form and function. Yantra 

translates literally in the Hindu language to “object serving to hold” or “instrument” (Eliade, 

1969, p. 219). Yantras are typically line drawings, or outlines of mandala-like drawings. 

Yantras can be quickly drawn on cloth, wood, dirt (i.e. the ground), and even skin (Eliade,  



1969). Perhaps the most recognizable yantra is the Sri Yantra (see Figure 1). Yantras 

typically do not contain color, although the addition of color to some sections of the Sri 

Yantra makes it the design easier to distinguish (see Figure 2). Like other yantras, the Sri 

Yantracontains upward and downward pointing triangles, which signify the inward and 

outward search for the self (Eliade, 1969). 

Whereas yantras are typically linear outlines containing simplified geometric motifs, 

mandalas offer symbolism that is more complex. Mandalas used in Eastern meditative 

practices of both Hindu and Buddhist religions are typically painted on cloth or created in the 

form of very elaborate sand paintings. In certain sects of Hinduism, there is a common belief 

that the mandala is an actual physical realm. Throughout India and parts of Asia, a mandala 

is actually believed to be a three-dimensional entity, something that actually exists in the 

physical realm, which the gods can use as a receptacle to interact with humans (Eliade, 

1969). 

Both Hindu and Buddhist mandalas present a pictorial representation of the 

metaphysical dominion of deities, or gods (Eliade, 1969)(See Figure 3). The mandala from a 

Buddhist perspective is regarded as a “divine conclave of deities” (Evans-Wentz, 2000). In 

order to connect with a particular deity, a yogin might meditate to attain awareness. In 

Hinduism, there is a widespread belief that deities actually come into the mandalas and 

inhabit them. In this regard, mandalas are used as a meditation tool to help the yogin to delve 

deep into the center to meet the deity. The sacred space of the mandala is regarded as the 

center of the world, where one can communicate with heaven and hell (Eliade, 1969, 0.220). 

Hindu yogis meditate to enter into the mandala and go on a journey to the center to meet a 

particular deity (each deity is represented with his or her own mandala). The deities within 

the mandalas either are protected by guardians or have a terrifying presence themselves to  



symbolize an initiation into the entrance of the mandala (Eliade, 1969). By presenting the 

guardian deities as monsters, meditation using a Hindu mandala serves as a rite of passage or 

an initiation (See Figure 4). Entrance into the mandala resembles a “march toward the 

center”, just as a walk around a labyrinth indicates a march toward the center (Eliade, 1969). 

The monster-like deities within the mandala “represent the forces of the unconscious, arising 

from the universal ‘void’ (Eliade, 1969, p. 220-221). To make it to the center of the 

mandala, the yogi must first successfully navigate the latent positive and negative aspects of 

the psyche: the archetypes. 

 



  

  
  

  

  

              

    
  

  

  

 



  

  

  

  

        

    

  
    

Figure 2. The Sri Yantra with Color 
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Figure 3. The Body Mandala 

 



  

Figure 4. The Great Mandala of Knowledge Holding and Wrathful Deities  



Jungian Psychology. Archetypal Symbolism and the Mandala 

“The steady circling around the invisible center is the archetypical pattern of our 
life.” 

(Dethlefsen, 1992, p. 5) 

The notion of the mandala as the vessel for the various archetypes of the psyche is not 

new. Perhaps the most commonly referenced modern figure for his research on archetypal 

symbols and mandalas is Dr. Carl Jung. To the unfamiliar reader, Jung’s concept of the 

archetype is complex and abstract. When one considers the archetype to be the transcendent 

“universal structuring patterns manifest in all areas of human experience” (Mansfield, et al, 

1981, p. 269), the concept can become quite overwhelming. At the heart of Jung’s 

archetypal theory, man is limited by his senses as he “never perceives anything fully or 

comprehends anything completely” (Jung, 1964, p.76). The unconscious aspects of reality 

that escape the five senses are absorbed by the mind and imprinted onto the psyche (Jung, 

1964). From a Jungian perspective, archetypes remain a latent aspect of the psyche until they 

become manifest unconsciously and “indirectly in symbols, myths, rituals, fairy tales, 

dreams, psychological complexes, and visions” (Mansfieldet al, 1981, p. 269). Based on 

Jung’s writings, this researcher determined that archetypes could effectively be described as 

an instinctive trend of the psyche that subconsciously manifests as motifs, or symbolic 

imagery, and represents characteristics of various levels of personality in an individual (Jung, 

1964). Jung likened the concept of karma to that of “psychic heredity” and he considered 

archetypes to be the “dominants of the unconscious” (Jung, 2000, p. xIv). The layer of 

unconscious psyche that is made up of the archetypes is what Jung called the collective 

unconscious (Jung, 2000, p. x1v). 

The Tibetan Book of the Dead, also known as the BardoThdodolin Tibetan, offers a 

unique view of the Buddhist beliefs pertaining to death and rebirth. Jung wrote a  
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“psychological commentary” for the third edition of The Tibetan Book of the Dead (Evans- 

Wentz, 2000) that succinctly summarized his take on the archetypical symbolism, often 

perceived as fearful monsters, in Tibetan mandalas. Jung wrote of deistic images in Tibetan 

mandalas: “Not only the ‘wrathful® but also the ‘peaceful’ deities are conceived 

as...projections of the human psyche” (Jung, 2000, p. xxxvii). On the journey to the center 

of the mandala, an individual must come face to face with the archetypes of the psyche. Man 

must place himself at the center of the mandala and acknowledge his archetypes in order to 

become aligned with the world. 

Jung’s belief in universally accepted archetypes has been the source of much debate 

in the field of psychology. This researcher has found there is a common criticism of Jung’s 

archetypal theory that “the mandala functions psychologically for Jung and metaphysically 

for the Eastern adept” (Mansfield,et al, 1981, p. 271). Walcott (2006) suggested that Jung 

created mandalas “to order his troubled psyche”, which enabled him to interpret patternsin the 

symbols that presented in the mandalas (p. 85). Jung’s archetypal theory applied to the 

mandala promotes personal interpretation of symbols, which, according to Tucci (as cited in 

Walcott, 2006), are “unrelated to larger belief systems, [and] serve principally to indicate the 

usefulness of mapping mental perceptions within a Mandalic organizational scheme (p. 85). 

However, in the “Psychological Commentary” for the Tibetan Book of the Dead (Evans- 

Wentz, 2000), Jung rebutted such criticism by stating that “[m]etaphysical assertions, 

however, are statements of the psyche, and are therefore psychological” (Jung, 2000, p. 

xxxvil). To Jung, there was no distinction between the metaphysical and psychological, thus, 

the archetypal symbols in psychological mandalas are true for the metaphysical archetypes in 

Eastern religious mandalas.  



The Use of the Mandala in Psychotherapy 

Walcott (2006) stated, the“mandala relates to aspects of the mind, providing a 

metaphor to help transcend the perspective of ordinarily perceived existence” (p. 82) and 

likened the mandala to a “cartographic device”, or a map, which requires a legend or key for 

interpretation of symbolic images (p. 73). According to Walcott (2006), it is through the 

mandala in which “the individual can learn how to transcend earthly constraints and ordinary 

perceptions in order to realize his/ her potential as a more enlightened being” (p. 73). Thus, 

one could logically conclude that the mandala, a metaphorical map of the mind, is useful in 

psychotherapy. 

The use of the mandala in psychotherapy originated with Jung (Slegelis, 1987). In 

1916, Jung created his first mandala and “believed it to be a visible statement of his psychic 

state at the moment it was created” (Slegelis, 1987, p. 301). Jung considered the process of 

creating a mandala to be healing, and would frequently create mandalas for the purpose of 

interpretation (Slegelis, 1987). Jung discovered that, over time, at a certain point in 

treatment, most of his patients created mandalas spontaneously on their own (Cox & Frame, 

1993). For those who did not create mandalas spontaneously, Jung “began using them as a 

part of treatment, believing that such use would hasten the healing process” (Slegelis, 1987, 

p. 302). Jung discovered wide variations in the mandala symbols created by patients but 

noted similarities in some symbols, which correlated to various stages of the therapeutic 

process (Slegelis, 1987). 

While Jung sought to ensure his patients spontaneously created mandalas on their 

own, without being persuaded to do so (Cox & Frame, 1993; Slegelis, 1987), he maintained 

that patient mandalas were created within a circular construct. Art therapist  



MaralynnHagood Slegelis, in her 1987 article 4 Study of Jung’s Mandala and its 

Relationship to Art Psychotherapy, studied measurable differences between art created 

within a circle and art created within a square. Slegelis sought to explore the practice of 

drawing within a circle in psychotherapy versus a square to provide empirical data either 

supporting or refuting Jung’s theory of mandalas. In her research, Slegelis identified 

curvilinear lines as indicative of a state of relaxation and angular lines as an indicator of 

distress (1987). To this end, Slegelis hypothesized that drawings produced within circles 

would prove to be more relaxing, as “the number of angles drawn within circles will be fewer 

than the number of angles drawn within squares” (p. 306). The total number of participants 

in the study was 32 males and females and Slegelis reported that the results indicated that 

there were “significantly fewer angles within the circles than within the squares” (1987, p. 

308). Slegelis also noted that many of the drawings done within the circular construct were 

faces, thus promoting Jung’s concept of the mandala as representative of the “Self” (1987). 

Slegelis’s study is notable because she identified a positive correlation between drawing 

within a circle as a therapeutic intervention that promotes relaxation and can be regarded as a 

mirror to the self. 

Joan Kellogg and The Mandala Assessment Research Instrument 

The mandala is both the internal world and the outer world; it is both psyche and 

matter. It is upon the principles of Jungian psychology that the work of art therapist Joan 

Kellogg was built. In the 1970’s, art therapist Joan Kellogg was working in a psychiatric 

hospital when she correlated commonly occurring symbols in patient mandalas to archetypes 

(Kellogg, 1984). In observing patients created mandalas over time, Kellogg noted repetitious 

symbolic imagery that appeared: archetypes. The correlation of symbol and archetype led  
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Kellogg to develop the concept of the Archetypal Stages of the Great Round of Mandala, and 

from there; the Mandala Assessment Research Instrument. 

Based on the philosophies of Carl Jung, Kellogg began to form connections between 

archetypal symbols that she observed frequently occurred in patient mandalas (Kellogg, 

1984). However, unlike Jung, Kellogg did not wait for mandalas to appear spontaneously in 

patient work (Kellogg, 1978; 1984) and developed a method to prompt patients to create 

mandalas. Using simple materials (a paper plate, a large piece of paper and oil pastels), 

Kellogg directed patients to trace a light circle and spontaneously fill it in using color, line, 

and shape (Kellogg, 1978; 1984). Following this format, Kellogg began to administer 

mandalas as part of the therapeutic process, following specific guidelines she determined to 

be the most beneficial (Kellogg, 1978; 1984). Kellogg's guidelines are still utilized today 

informally in therapeutic practice, and formally, using the instrument she created: the 

Mandala Assessment Research Instrument (MARI). 

The MARI. the Great Round and the Developmental Stages of Life 

The MARI system is based on Jungian principles that include the understanding that 
each individual enters the world with innate structures or dispositions. These innate 

structures are part of the individual personality and include instincts — archetypal 

and genetic patterns that are passed from generation to generation and help the 
individual or species adapt to the environment. 

(MARI Creative Resources, 20065, p.7) 

The MARI utilizes Kelloggs concept of the Great Round to correlate specific 

symbols with developmental stages. With its roots based in Jungian psychological archetypal 

theory, the MARI focuses on integration of the conscious and the unconscious aspects of the 

personality. In observing patients create mandalas over time, Kellogg noted repetitious 

symbolic imagery, which, with her Jungian background, she likened to archetypes. Based on 

archetypical patterns, Kellogg developed her concept of the Archetypal Stages of the Great 

Round of Mandala, which is the foundation of the MARI (Kellogg, 1978; 1984). The Great  
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Round correlates specific symbols that Kellogg identified as common to appear in mandalas 

with 13 specific stages; entry, bliss, energy/path, beginnings, target, struggle, independence, 

identity, self & others, endings, disintegration, transformation, and life force (Cox & Frame, 

1993, MARI Creative Resources, 20065, p.7). The 13 stages parallel the developmental 

stages of life, from pre-conception to death. On the most basic level, the Great Round is a 

symbolic representation of the various stages of life. At the same time, the Great Round 

represents the conscious and unconscious aspects of the psyche (See Figure 5). 

In addition to being organized into 13 separate stages, the Great Round, much like a 

compass, is divided into four quadrants: Forming, Becoming, Manifesting, and Dissolving/ 

Rebirth (MARI Creative Resources, 2006a). Each of the quadrants represents a 

developmental stage or period of life transition, each stage anticipating the next, with the 

entire process being cyclical in nature (See Figure 6). It is the urge to be whole which drives 

a person to move from one stage to the next (MARI Creative Resources, 20064). To better 

understand the concept of the Great Round, and how it connects to the developmental 

sequence of life, Kellogg used the analogy of the life cycle of a tree (See Figure 7). The 

various psychological approaches most often utilizedin modern practice also correlate to the 

stages of the Great Round (See Figure 8). 

Symbol, Color, and the MARI Card Test 

Joan Kellogg did not consciously invent the MARI. She was engaged in the 

transcendent function when she intuited the magical quality of the symbols and their 

placement on the Great Round. The symbols in the MARI have been researched, 
replaced and refined for more than thirty years. 
(MARI Creative Resources, 20064, p.15) 

Symbols were utilized long before our species developed language and even predate 

culture (MARI Creative Resources, 2006a). Because the MARI is based on archetypal 

symbols and is rooted in art psychotherapy,the MARI is a visual instrument that includes the  
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use of archetypal symbolism in conjunction with color symbolism. Each of the 13 stages of 

the Great Round contains three symbols, making a total of 39 symbol cards. There are 41 

color cards, and four recently-added“high energy” sparkle cards. The colors for the MARI 

Card Test were determined when Kellogg selected colors to match each of her original set of 

Holbein brand oil pastels (Cox & Frame, 1993). Because most modern oil pastel sets come 

with metallic colors (i.e. gold, silver), the sparkle cards were later added to the MARI color 

selection. 

The synthesis of color and symbol is integral to both mandala creation and the MARI 

process. Kellogg utilized the concept of chakras to identify the seven main color families; 

reds, oranges, yellows, greens, blues, indigos and violets. Each of the colors corresponds to a 

specific area of the human body and the spiritual and psychological associations with each of 

the chakras is rooted in ancient Hindu beliefs. 

Although Kellogg published the symbols of the Great Round in her book Mandala: 

Path of Beauty (1978, 1984), over the years, some symbols have been modified, and more 

symbols have been added. Because the symbols are integral to the MARI process, to protect 

the integrity of the instrument, MARI Creative Resources prohibits the Great Round and 

symbols affiliated with the Great Round from being reproduced. However, examples of the 

symbols in original form remain in circulation in Kellogg’s work and an example of the 

original symbols can be found in Figure 9.Although it is difficult to understand the Great 

Round, a concept based on symbolic imagery, without seeing it in its current form, it can best 

be described as an organized construct of the archetypes of the psyche as identified in 

commonly occurring symbols within a mandala. 

The Use of the MARI in Art Therapy 
   



Much data exists supporting the use of mandalas in clinical practice but limited 

information has been found to date by this researcher pertaining to the usefulness and 

efficacy of the MARI in art therapy practice. Because little data has been found to date in the 

professional literature by this researcher, it could be speculated that the MARI, an instrument 

that has undergone several modifications since its creation, is seldom used in its current form 

in art therapy practice but this may not be the case. According to the MARI Creative 

Resources list of certified MARI practitioners, there are currently fewer than 70 certified 

MARI practitioners worldwide (MARI Creative Resources, 2012). However, this data does 

not necessarily reflect the actual number of people who may use the MARI in practice. 

Since 2005, when MARI was purchased through the Joan Kellogg estate, there have 

been approximately 500 people trained in the MARI process under the current instrument’s 

guidelines (J. Zikmund, personal communication, March 17, 2011). Of those 500, only 51 

have completed the certification process (J. Zikmund, personal communication, March 17, 

2011). Those who have participated in MARI training but have not yet completed 

certification may still use the MARI, but exactly how many people are actually using the 

MARI and in what capacity is undetermined (J. Zikmund, personal communication, March 

17,2011). Additionally, one must consider the number of professionals who may have 

obtained training prior to 2005. This researcher was unable to find any data to date to identify 

even an approximate number of individuals trained in the MARI process prior to 2005. 

Because of the undocumented number of professionals trained in the MARI process (either 

before 2005 or after), it would be impossible to determine whether the MARI is widely used 

in art therapy practice. If the MARI is widely used in art therapy practice today, there is 

surprisingly little professional literature to demonstrate its efficacy in practice. Aside from  



Joan Kellogg's original work (1984; 1992), this researcher has found, to date, very little 

professional literature pertaining to the use of the MARI in art therapy practice. 

This researcher has derived several possible explanations for the lack of prevalence of 

professional literature pertaining to the use of the MARI in art therapy practice. This 

researcher speculates that the primary cause for the lack of information pertaining to the use 

of the MARI in professional art therapy literature is due to the relative newness of the 

instrument itself. The MARI was in its beginning stages in the 1970’s and 1980’s, as Joan 

Kellogg developed the instrument based on her “Archetypal Stages of the Great Round of 

Mandala” (Kellogg, 1984). The MARI as it exists today has undergone several revisions 

(Cox & Frame, 1993; Kellogg, 1984; Mari Creative Resources, 2012). In 2005, when the 

rights to Joan Kellogg’s work was purchased byMARI Creative Resources, the manner in 

which professionals received MARI training and certification was modified and updated to 

suit the ever-growing population of helping professionals (J. Zikmund, personal 

communication, March 17, 2011). Additionally, a possible limitation of the use of the MARI 

in the field of art therapy is that the use of the instrument is not exclusive to art therapists. 

Rather, any helping professional (counselors, psychologists, etc.) may obtain training and use 

the instrument. If art therapists are aware that virtually anyone in a helping profession may 

use the instrument, perhaps this diminishes the usefulness of the instrument as an art therapy 

tool. 

Kellogg's intention for the MARI was to utilize the instrument as an assessment tool. 

Thus, the professional literature centers on use of the MARI as a psychological assessment or 

projective assessment (Cox & Frame, 1993). The MARI Creative Resources website 

advertises the MARI as “The BEST psychological assessment that exists today” (MARI 

Creative Resources, 2012) and Cox & Frame (1993) identified the MARI Card Test as a  



nonverbal projective test. Having recently participated in MARI Levels I and II training 

offered by MARI Creative Resources, this researcher knows the MARI process is far from 

nonverbal, as much of the process relies on client feedback. Thus, based on personal 

experience, this researcher believes the MARI is multi-faceted and can be used in a variety of 

contexts. The MARI facilitates awareness and change by bringing to light latent archetypical 

patterns which influence the psyche, either positively or negatively. The dialogue that takes 

place between MARI practitioner and client through the process of using the MARI 

facilitates change. When used as the impetus for change, the MARI becomes an intervention 

rather than just a diagnostic tool. As such, the potential exists for the MARI in its present 

form to be used successfully asa therapeutic intervention. When regarded as a therapeutic 

intervention rather thansolely an assessment, the potential of the use of the MARI in art 

therapy opens up a new dimension. 

Concluding Thoughts 
  

The MARI has a rich history specific to the field of art therapy yet little is known 

about its efficacy or its use in clinical art therapy practice. This researcher posits that use of 

the MARI in art therapypractice can facilitate introspection, allowing for growth in self- 

awareness, personal insight and overall life satisfaction.Self-awareness is, at a basic level, the 

liberation of the ego from the self. The mandala is an instrument rich in history and 

possibility and the MARI is an interpretive tool for both the mandala and the psyche. 

Whether used together as a therapeutic intervention or using the MARI alone as a 

psychological assessment,the potential for significant insight is great. However, with which 

populations the MARI would be most effective is an area where much research is needed. As 

part of her professional contribution, this researcher has included in chapter four a proposed  
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future study involving pregnant women; a population identified through extensive literature 

review that may be of benefit to the MARI process. 

THE DEVELOPMENTAL NATURE 
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Figure 5. The Developmental Nature of the Great Round 

THE CYCLICAL NATURE 

OF THE QUADRANTS 

QUADRANT 1 -FORMING 

Entering the world 
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QUADRANT 2— BECOMING 

® Any new beginning 

* Going through developmental stages 

® Reaching towards full consciousness 

QUADRANT 3— MANIFESTING 

® One has arrived; One is “home” 

® (Consciousness manifests in the world, 

0 With one’s own self 

0 And with others 

® ...Until it changes and expands.... 

QUADRANT 4 — DISSOLVING / RE-BIRTHING* 

After feeling comfortable at HOME, things begin to shift and change 

One hears the CALL that there can be more to life 

The CALL often leads to the ORDEAL 

From meeting the challenges of the ORDEAL, the new consciousness can emerge 

From a NEW HOME place, new possibilities emerge 

* Many thanks to Joseph Campbell for his eloquence on the “Hero's Journey” 
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Figure 7. The Developmental Sequence of Life 
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Figure 8. Psychological Approaches at Each Stage  
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Figure 9. The Archetypal Stages of the Great Round of Mandala 

(as published by Kellogg in 1984)  



CHAPTER IV 

RESULTS 

A significant amount of resources related to the mandala from a historical and cross- 

cultural perspective were collected and reviewed. A lesser, but still significant amount of 

resources related to the therapeutic use of the mandala were located. As this researcher 

expected, a vastly disproportionate number of resources pertaining to the use of the MARI in 

general were located. However, enough data was located to satisfy the goals of this literature 

review. The lack of data pertaining to the MARI merely supports the need for future 

research pertaining to the instrument’s use in art therapy. 

In completing this systematic review of current resources available on the topic, this 

researcher found few resources on the use of the MARI in general or the use of the MARI in 

art therapy. Because there was such limited information on the use of the MARI itself, there 

was very little documentation of the use of the MARI with specific populations. The 

interconnectedness of the developmental stages of life and the stages of the Great Round as 

represented in the MARI present an interesting possibility for much-needed future research in 

the efficacy of the MARI in art therapy. According to Kellogg (1978; 1984), during life’s 

transitions, an individual experiences a brief regression that represents “the return to the 

womb” (p. 1). It is this temporary regression that permits one to draw upon “unconscious 

reservoirs of strength and permits re-orientation to the external world” (Kellogg, 1984, p. 1). 

If it is true that during the transitional times of life that man must center himself (Kellogg, 

1978; 84), and that the MARI is a tool used to return to the self, then a possible population 

with which the MARI may be beneficial is pregnant women. Because this researcher located 

little information pertaining to the use of the MARI with pregnant women, and because of the  
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phenomenon of the cycle of life and the metaphorical “return to the womb” the Great Round 

represents, the following study is being proposed. 

Proposed Study 

This researcher believes that pregnant women could benefit from use of the MARI in 

art therapy practice throughout the duration of a pregnancy. Additionally, the information 

gleaned from a study involving pregnant women could either refute or support the correlation 

between the Great Round and the Developmental Stages of Life. While this researcher did 

locate two articles that mentioned both pregnancy and mandala-making, no information 

pertaining specifically to the use of the MARI with pregnant women was located.It is the lack 

of information on the use of the MARI with pregnant women and the correlation of the stages 

of life with the Great Round that justifies future research with this population. 

Because the Developmental Sequence of Life and the Great Round are so closely 

connected, this researcher speculates that there would be a correlation between the MARI 

symbols selected and colors utilized and the various stages of pregnancy. The proposed 

research study would be longitudinal, as it would take place for the duration of participants’ 

pregnancies. Participants would be selected from a pool of volunteers recommended by an 

Obstetrician/ Gynecologist. Research would begin with each participant in the first trimester, 

and would culminate in the third trimester. The MARI process would be conducted with 

each participant a total of three times, once during each trimester. For a more in-depth study, 

an alternative option would be to conduct the MARI process with each participant each 

month of pregnancy, totaling approximately eight to nine times per participant. Because the 

MARI process is clearly defined, each session would be identical. The only difference in the 

MARI process across trimesters is the speculated change in symbol and color selection as  
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pregnancy progresses and the participant’s adapts psychologically and spiritually to the idea 

of motherhood. As such, only one set of directives is given. 

Proposed Directives   

The MARI process proposed in this study involves a mandala drawing followed by 

the MARI Card Test. To observe the correlation between symbols and colors chosen in the 

mandala drawing and the MARI Card Test, participants will be asked to create a mandala 

prior to completing the MARI Card Test each session. Because of the complex nature of the 

instrument, the MARI Card Test must be administered according to specific criteria (See 

Appendix A). With each participant, the directives for administering both the mandala 

drawing and the MARI Card Test (outlined in Appendix A) will be followed precisely. Once 

the activities have been completed, the process of synthesizing the participants’ color and 

symbol choices for both the mandala and MARI Card Test becomes the crucial component of 

the MARI process. This researcher, a certified MARI practitioner, will facilitate the MARI 

process. Each participant will be given an in-depth, on-the-spot synthesis report, correlating 

the possible interpretation of symbol and color at each stage. A follow-up written synthesis 

report may be given to further actualize the interpretation of the MARI process. The 

participants will repeat the process three times: within the initial 12 weeks of pregnancy, or, 

during the first trimester; within the 13" — 24" weeks of pregnancy, or, during the second 

trimester; and within the 25™-39" weeks of pregnancy, or, during the third trimester. An 

optional follow-up MARI process post-delivery could be offered to further assess the 

efficacy of the MARI as a therapeutic intervention.  



Sessions 1 —3 

Materials: 12 x12” white scrapbooking paper (or heavy drawing paper) with 9-10” circle 

lightly pre-drawn in pencil, a set of 48 oil pastels that includes metallic colors (specifically 

gold, silver & pearl). 

Directives for the mandala drawing: 1) Ask the participant to sit silently, take a few deep 

breaths, and focus inward. Provide the participant with the white paper and oil pastels. 2) Ask 

the participant to focus on the lightly drawn circle before beginning to draw. Remind the 

participant that the line is there only as a guide, not as a boundary or barrier. The drawing 

may go outside the line if the client feels it needs to. Reassure the participant there is no 

“right” or “wrong” way to complete this activity. No artistic talent is required and each 

mandala is as unique as its creator. 3) Ask the participant to select a color and begin by 

drawing a shape. The shape may be filled in using any color. Once the shape is drawn, the 

participant may continue to develop the mandala spontaneously. There is no time limit. The 

participant may work on the mandala for five minutes or an hour. 4) Once completed, ask the 

participant to sign and date the bottom right corner of the paper and give the mandala a title. 

5) Immediately conduct the MARI Card Test portion of the process. 

Directives for the MARI Card Test: (please see Appendix A). 

Synthesis: Upon completion of the MARI process (the mandala drawing paired with the 

MARI Card Test), the facilitator (this researcher) will synthesize the color and symbol 

choices using the MARI Level II manual. (Please note: the MARI manuals used to conduct 

the MARI Card Test are over 100 pages each. MARI Creative Resources recommends that 

practitioners use the manuals in order to synthesize the MARI process more accurately for 

participants, rather than try to memorize the manual.) The synthesis process is unique to 

each participant and each MARI process. However, the basic process is conducted  



systematically, according to the stages of the Great Round. Once the MARI color and 

symbol choices are laid out on the MARI board, the practitioner begins the synthesis with the 

first symbol the participant has selected closest to Stage 1. (For example, if the participant 

selected symbols from stage 6, 11, 9, 7, 5 and 12, the synthesis would begin with the symbol 

at stage 5.) The facilitator will then read from the MARI Level II manual the possible 

meanings of the selected symbol and color at the specific stage. The facilitator will work her 

way around the board (the Great Round) in a clockwise fashion, until each symbol and color 

card has been synthesized at each stage. The final step in synthesis is for the facilitator and 

participant to revisit the mandala and look for similarity in color and symbol in both the 

mandala and the MARI Card Test. The typical expected outcome is that participants 

subconsciously select colors and symbols that are similar, as well as pay attention to similar 

areas of the mandala as they do the Great Round. (For example, a person who has selected 

symbols that a primarily in the top hemisphere of the Great Round is likely to have drawn a 

mandala that is especially top-heavy.) Even when working with the same person, following 

the same procedures, each session will be unique. 

 



CHAPTER V 

ESTIMATED CONCLUSIONS, DISCUSSION, RECOMMENDATIONS 

Conclusions 

There is a significant amount of information pertaining to the use of the mandala in 

art therapy, its history, and philosophical underpinnings from a Jungian perspective. By 

comparison, based on what this researcher was able to locate, there is very little information 

pertaining to the use of the MARI in art therapy, its history, and its potential for use with a 

variety of populations. Because the mandala is so widely used in art therapy practice, and the 

mandala and the MARI are so closely connected, it is imperative that more research is 

conducted to determine the validity of the use of the MARI in art therapy practice. 

The population of pregnant women is recommended for the future study because of 

the interconnectedness of the stages of life and the Great Round. Undoubtedly, one of the 

most transitional times in a woman's life is the experience of pregnancy. From the ethereal 

void of Stage 0, to new beginnings at stage 4, new life begins to take shape inside the 

impregnated womb. As a pregnancy progresses, the fetus matures, and the mother’s body 

responds and changes, a significant amount of psychic restructuring takes place. A woman 

has but nine months to adapt to her changing body, fluctuating hormones, and adjust to the 

future concept of the self as mother. It is in this way that each of the subsequent stages of the 

Great Round correspond not only to the stages of pregnancy and development of the fetus, 

but also to psychological state of the pregnant woman. 

Limitations 

Although this researcher will take into consideration the ethical principles of 

theAmerican Art Therapy Association in conducting research with future participants, it is 

still possible the outcome of the study will be biased. This systematic literature reviewand  
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subsequent research study may be limited due to the fact there was only one contributor. The 

researcher conducted the search for literature, determined inclusion and exclusion criteria, 

and summarized findings of the data. The researcher also selected which population to 

recommend for future study, designed the study, and will be the facilitator of the study. 

For this researcher, another possible limitation is that due to MARI training, the 

practitioner’s perception of mandalas will never be the same (J. Zikmund, personal 

communication, March 17, 2011). The MARI acts as a road map to deciphering the 

archetypal symbolism in the mandala. Once a practitioner becomes familiarized with the 

road map (the MARI), interpretation of mandalas is likely to be influenced by the knowledge 

of it. In other words, once a practitioner understands the deeper meaning of the archetypical 

symbols and the stages of the Great Round, it becomes very difficult, if not impossible, to 

separate the MARI process from the mandala (J. Zikmund, personal communication, March 

17,2011). The MARI may forever alter the way a practitioner sees a mandala once he or she 

understands the interconnectedness of mandala interpretation and the Stages of the Great 

Round. Thus, maintaining an objective point of view in research involving both the MARI 

and mandalas in art therapy may be difficult (J. Zikmund, personal communication, March 

17,2011). 

Recommendations for Future Study 

As an art therapist, this researcher will continue to do research on the MARI and its 

efficacy as an art therapy assessment. This researcher will also encourage fellow art 

therapists interested in mandala assessment to utilize the MARI in both practice and research. 

In addition to the proposed pregnancy study, this researcher has identified several other 

potential areas of interest for future research in multicultural populations.  
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Another recommendation for future study is to compare and contrast the effectiveness 

of the use of the MARI in conjunction with a mandala versus the effectiveness of using the 

MARI or mandala alone. Because the MARI and the mandala are so interconnected, it would 

be interesting to see how each affects treatment independently. 

A final possible area for future research is regarding the MARI as an art therapy 

intervention. Previous MARI research has focused on the MARI as an assessment tool but 

little work has been done to determine whether the MARI is a therapeutic intervention itself. 

This researcher posits that, while both mandala making and the MARI are beneficial 

individually, when used in conjunction, the mandala and the MARI would be effective an as 

art therapy intervention. This researcher believes that the incorporation of the MARI will 

strengthen mandala making in art therapy and that the transformational aspect of the MARI 

will enable clients to gain perspective or personal insight into life situations, which will 

enhance overall life satisfaction. The MARI “is not just an instrument that measures shift but 

is also the instrument that facilitates that shift...creating a condition that will allow a person 

to change their thought process (J. Zikmund, personal communication, March 17, 2011). 

Thus, the MARI process creates a shift in thinking, allowing the instrument to be regarded as 

not only a psychological assessment but also a therapeutic intervention. 

 



Appendix A: Instructions for the MARI Card Test 

INSTRUCTIONS FOR 

THE MARI CARD TEST 

1. Place symbols randomly on white background. 

2. Be sure all symbols are horizontal with identifying letter on upper right side. 

3. Center the client by having her take a deep breath, and relax. The room should be lit with 

either daylight or illuminated with incandescent light. 

4. Direct client to select six symbols that s/he is most attracted to and one symbol that s/he is 

least attracted to, rejects, or doesn’t like.” 

5. Once the seven symbols have been selected, the client is given the color cards and is 

instructed to select a color that “goes with” or is most appropriate for each symbol, including 

the rejected symbol 

7. The symbol is then placed on top of the selected color. 

8. (Optional) The client is asked to select a second color for the rejected symbol which would 

make the rejected symbol more acceptable. 

9. Client can use a color or symbol only once. 

10.Symbols and color palettes that were not selected are put away. 

11.(Optional) Client is asked to rank order the seven symbols matched with color(one being 
the most preferred to seven, the least preferred). 

12. Record symbol and color MARI” choices. List the rejected symbol/ color as #7; if 

applicable, note also the “improved” color. 

13. (Optional) Client identifies a current issue in his or her life. Without having to 

disclose the issue, the client is asked to select two cards and colors that appear to provide 

guidance for that issue. 

14. Place the MARI® choices on the side of the Great Round (with the words only) to illustrate 

client’s present journey. 

  

’ Special thanks to Phyllis Frame, ATR for her suggestion of the rejected card. 

All content ©2006 MARI” Creative Resources, Inc; All MARI® symbols and The Great Round ©2005 MARI* Resources, LLC. All rights reserved. 
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